RSW provides nonstop service to 49 destinations by 15 air carriers.

New Flights

**Spirit**
- Indianapolis (IND)-daily, starting Nov. 14, 2019
- Newark (EWR)-daily, starting Nov. 14, 2019

**Sun Country**
- NEW City! Gulfport/Biloxi-weekly

**United**
- Cleveland (CLE)-Now year-round
- Denver (DEN)-Now year-round
- NEW City! Washington D.C.-Dulles-New, Year-round, starting Oct. 27

Nonstop Destinations by Airline

**DOMESTIC AIRLINES**

**American Airlines/American Eagle (AA)**
- Charlotte (CLT)
- Chicago-O’Hare (ORD)
- Dallas/Fort Worth (DFW)
- Philadelphia (PHL)
- Washington, D.C.-Reagan National (DCA)-seasonal, resumes Dec. 18

**Delta Air Lines/Delta Connection (DL)**
- Atlanta (ATL)
- Boston (BOS)-seasonal, resumes Dec. 21
- Cincinnati (CVG)
- Columbus (CMH)-seasonal, resumes Mar. 14
- Detroit-Metro (DTW)
- Indianapolis (IND)-seasonal, resumes Dec. 21
- Minneapolis/St. Paul (MSP)
- New York-LaGuardia (LGA)
- New York-Kennedy (JFK)-seasonal, resumes Dec. 21
- Raleigh/Durham (RDU)-limited schedule Dec. 21-Jan. 5

**Frontier Airlines (F9)**
- Albany (ALB)-seasonal, resumes Nov. 14
- Buffalo (BUF)-seasonal, resumes Nov. 15
- Chicago-O’Hare (ORD)-seasonal, resumes Nov. 14
- Cincinnati (CVG)
- Cleveland (CLE)
- Denver (DEN)-now year-round
- Detroit (DTW)-seasonal, resumes Nov. 14
- Grand Rapids (GRR)-seasonal, resumes Nov. 15
- Indianapolis (IND)-seasonal, resumes Nov. 14
- Islip (ISP)-seasonal, resumes Nov. 14
- Milwaukee (MKE)-seasonal, resumes Nov. 14
- Minneapolis/St. Paul (MSP)-seasonal, resumes Nov. 14
- Omaha (OMA)-seasonal, resumes Nov. 14
- Philadelphia (PHL)-now year-round
- Portland (PWM)-seasonal, resumes Nov. 15
- Providence (PVD)-seasonal, resumes Nov. 14
- Syracuse (SYR)-seasonal, resumes Nov. 14
- Trenton (TTN)-now year-round
JetBlue Airways (B6)
- Boston (BOS)
- Hartford (BDL)
- New York-JFK (JFK)
- Newark-Liberty (EWR)
- Washington-D.C.-Reagan National (DCA)
- White Plains (HPN)

Southwest (WN)
- Albany (ALB): seasonal, resumes Jan. 11
- Atlanta (ATL)
- Baltimore/Washington (DCA): seasonal, resumes Nov. 3
- Cleveland (CLE): seasonal, resumes Nov. 23
- Columbus (CMH)
- Dallas-Love (DAL): seasonal, resumes Nov. 3
- Denver (DEN): seasonal, resumes Mar. 7
- Grand Rapids (GRR): seasonal, resumes Nov. 9
- Hartford (BDL): seasonal, resumes Nov. 3
- Indianapolis (IND)
- Kansas City (MCI): seasonal, resumes Nov. 23
- Milwaukee (MKE): seasonal, resumes Oct. 5
- Minneapolis/St. Paul (MSP): seasonal, resumes Mar. 7
- Nashville (BNA): seasonal, resumes Nov. 23
- Pittsburgh (PIT)
- Providence (PVD): seasonal, resumes Jan. 11
- Rochester (ROC): seasonal, resumes Jan. 11
- St. Louis (STL)
- Washington, D.C., Reagan National (DCA)

Spirit Airlines (NK)
- Akron/Canton (CAK): seasonal, resumes Nov. 15
- Atlantic City (ACY)
- Baltimore/Washington (BWI): seasonal, resumes Nov. 14
- Boston (BOS): seasonal, resumes Sep. 6

Domestic Nonstop Destinations by Airport

DOMESTIC NONSTOP DESTINATIONS
- Akron/Canton (CAK)-Spirit
- Albany (ALB)-Frontier, Southwest
- Atlanta (ATL)-Delta, Southwest
- Atlantic City (ACY)-Frontier, Spirit
- Baltimore/Washington (BWI): Southwest, Spirit
- Boston (BOS)-Delta, JetBlue, Spirit
- Buffalo (BUF)-Frontier, Southwest
- Charlotte (CLT)-American, Delta
- Chicago (MDW): Frontier, Spirit
- Chicago (ORD)-American, Frontier, Spirit
- Cincinnati (CVG): Delta, Frontier
- Cleveland (CLE): Frontier, Southwest, Spirit
- Columbus (CMH): Delta, Spirit
- Dallas/Fort Worth (DFW)-American
- Dallas/Love (DAL)-Southwest
- Denver (DEN)-Frontier, Southwest
- Detroit (DTW)-Delta, Frontier, Spirit
- Grand Rapids (GRR)-Frontier, Southwest
- Gulfport/Biloxi (GPT)-Sun Country
- Hartford (BDL)-JetBlue, Southwest
- Houston-Intercontinental (IAH)-United
- Indianapolis (IND)-Delta, Frontier, Southwest
- Islip (ISP)-Frontier
- Kansas City (MCI)-Southwest
- Latrobe (LBE)-Spirit
- Madison (MSN)-Sun Country
- Milwaukee (MKE)-Frontier, Southwest
- Minneapolis/St. Paul (MSP)-Delta, Frontier, Southwest
- Spirit, Sun Country
- Nashville (BNA)-Southwest
- Newark (EWR)-JetBlue, Spirit
- New York (JFK)-Delta, JetBlue
- New York (LGA)-Delta
- Omaha (OMA)-Frontier
- Philadelphia (PHL)-American, Frontier, Spirit
- Pittsburgh (PIT)-Southwest, Spirit
- Portland, ME (PWM)-Frontier
- Providence (PVD)-Frontier, Southwest
- Raleigh/Durham (RDU)-Delta
- Rochester (ROC)-Southwest
- St. Louis (STL)-Southwest, Sun Country
- Syracuse (SYR)-Frontier
- Trenton (TTN)-Frontier
- Washington, D.C.-Reagan National (DCA)-American, JetBlue, Southwest
- Washington, D.C.-Dulles (IAD)-United
- White Plains (HPN)-JetBlue

INTERNATIONAL NONSTOP DESTINATIONS
- Dusseldorf, Germany (DUS)
- Dusseldorf, Germany (DUS)-Eurowings (EW)
- Montreal, Canada (YUL)-Air Canada/Rouge (AC)
- Montreal, Canada (YUL)-Air Canada-Rouge, WestJet
- Toronto, Canada (YYZ)-WestJet
- Toronto, Canada (YYZ)-WestJet

Note: Cities mentioned are served nonstop in/out of RSW. Other destinations may be available through connecting cities. Schedule Information is provided by the USDOT schedule database, subject to change without notice. For more information about airline schedules, please contact the airline directly or your travel agent. Get up-to-date flight arrival and departure information on our website at www.flylcpa.com. If you need further information, please contact: Brian Solis | Manager-Air Service Development | Lee County Port Authority | Southwest Florida International Airport | Phone: 239-590-4509, bmsolis@flylcpa.com